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Reading Guide 

This manual is intended for existing, new and potential users of F2 Progress codes. 

It contains a short introduction and a general description of functionality and 

configuration. 

Commands (i.e. the buttons you should click) are displayed in Bold. Field or list 

references are made using “quotation marks”. 

When referring to other documentation, this is indicated in Italics. 

The manual features a number of screenshots to help you easily find the described 

functions. Screenshots with lines and associated text show you where to click in F2. 

An area framed by a blue line identifies an area with several functions. 

Enjoy! 
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Introduction to F2 Progress codes 

The F2 Progress codes module can, among other things, be used to support the 

control of an organisation's handling of cases through deadlines.  

When a case is assigned/marked with a progress code, the case will be noted with a 

chosen process/procedure. Progress code can be created with a deadline which is 

configured with a number of days from the date of creation, where the case’s 

deadline automatically will change in correlation with the assigned progress code. 

An organisation may for example have a work process where all requests must be 

registered within 14 days in which case a progress code is created for this specific 

purpose. In the case view list, the progress codes appear in different colours 

according to the deadline. The use of progress codes gives a quick overview of the 

progress of ongoing cases. 

When a subtask is completed and a new subtask has started, the user changes the 

progress code of the case so it becomes visible that the next task has started, e.g. 

the process of replying to a request. This is how progress codes are used for 

support purposes as well as for ensuring that proceedings comply with the 

timeframe, which the organisation has set as a goal. The Progress codes also show 

the case progress. 

To easily get an overview of deadline compliance associated with individual 

progress codes it is possible to integrate F2 progress codes with module F2 cPort 

Analysis. 
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Creating a progress code 

To create a progress code in F2 you have to be assigned the role of an 

administrator. This means that not all users can create progress codes in F2. The 

administrator creates progress codes by clicking Progress codes administration 

in the ribbon under the “Administrator” tab in the main window. 

 

A dialogue opens and a new progress code is created by clicking New. 

 

A new dialogue opens indicating: 

 A title of the progress code: To create a progress code it must be given a 

title, which will appear in the column “Progress code” on selected cases in 

the case lists. 

 A description of the progress code: This is not mandatory when creating 

a progress code. The description may be used to explain the purpose of the 

progress code.  

 Days until deadline: The final deadline which the progress code will 

automatically assign to the case in question. The deadline is given in a 

numeric number of calendar days where the deadline starts from the day on 

which the progress code is added to the case. The progress code does not 

require a deadline, but the progress icon is only displayed in the case list 

when a deadline is given. 

 Number of days to a warning date: If a warning date is specified, the 

progress code icon will show a warning by changing colour from green to 

yellow. The deadline is stated as a number of days, which indicates how 

many days before the final deadline a warning is to appear.  

The progress code is activated by checking the checkbox "Active" and created by 

clicking Save.  

Figure 1: Progress codes administration 

Click Progress codes administration 

Figure 2: The dialogue “Progress codes” 

Create a new progress code 
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If the F2 module Case guide is used, Progress codes can be set as automatic as a 

derived effect of the tasks in a case guide. 

Deadlines and warning dates 

Deadlines and warning dates always start from the end of the day on which they 

are set, which means from 00.01 a.m. the following day. 

Example: deadline = 14 days 

 Deadline warning 9 days before the deadline 03.12 = 24.11. 

The progress code is created on 19.11. 

 

Figure 4: Graphic illustration of deadline execution 

The countdown until deadline starts after midnight on the day the progress code is 

created.  

In the example above the deadline warning is 9 days from midnight on 03.12 to 

midnight on 24.11. This means that there will be green flag until 24.11, and a 

yellow one thereafter. 

In the example above the deadline is 14 days from midnight on 19.11 to midnight 

on 03.12. This means that there will be yellow flag until midnight on 03.12 and a 

red one thereafter.  

Overview of progress codes 

The progress codes of an organisation are displayed in the dialogue below. It is the 

same as above in “The dialogue Progress codes”, but now two progress codes have 

been created.  

Activate progress code Save 

Days to warning 

date  

Days to deadline 

Potential description 
of the progress code 

Title 

Figure 3: Creating a new progress code 
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Editing progress codes 

Click Progress codes administration in the ribbon under tab “Administrator” in 

the main window to open dialogue “Progress codes”. 

Mark the progress code you want to edit in the dialogue and click Edit or double-

click the marked text to open the edit dialogue. 

 

The progress code can now be edited. The dialogue you are editing is similar to the 

dialogue for creating a new progress codes, see figure 3. When you are done 

editing, finish by clicking Save. 

Deactivating or deleting progress codes 

Besides creating or editing a progress code it can also be deleted or deactivated. 

The difference between deleting and deactivating a progress code is that when a 

progress code is deleted it will be removed from the list of available progress codes 

and will no longer be in the system, whereas deactivation only makes the progress 

code inactive. 

The consequence is that if you delete a progress code, it will be removed from all 

cases in which it is used. A deleted progress code cannot be restored, but has to be 

recreated as a new progress code. The system will not recall the cases to which a 

deleted code has been previously attached, not even if the newly created progress 

code is identical to a previous progress code which has been deleted. 

Figure 5: Progress codes 

Figure 6: Edit progress code 

Edit 
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If a progress code is deactivated it will remain in the system. The progress code will 

still appear on the list in dialogue “Progress codes”, but it can no longer be selected 

from the case window, see figure 8. The progress code will therefore still appear on 

the cases where it was used before deactivation. By activating a deactivated 

progress code, it can be added to cases again. 

To deactivate or delete a progress code, proceed as follows: 

Click Progress codes administration in the ribbon under the “Administrator” tab 

in the main window to open the dialogue “Progress codes”. If the checkbox “Active” 

has a check mark, the progress code is active. 

To deactivate the progress code, double-click either the field or Edit to edit the 

progress code. A new dialogue opens, similar to figure 3, and in the dialogue click 

the checkbox “Active”. Click Save to finish. The selected progress code is now 

deactivated. The progress code may be activated again at any time by clicking the 

checkmark “Active” when the progress code is in edit mode.  

If you need to delete a progress code, click Progress codes administration in the 

ribbon under the “Administration” tab in the main window to open the dialogue 

“Progress codes”. Mark the progress code you wish to delete as displayed below 

and click Delete. The marked progress code is then deleted.  

 

Marking a case with a progress code 

To assign a progress code to a case please follow the instructions below. First, set 

the case in edit mode by clicking Edit. If the extended case window is not shown 

click  Show more fields in the case window and the extended case window 

unfolds. Next to the field “Progress code” click the drop-down menu as shown 

below.  

Figure 7: Deactivating or deleting a progress code 

Progress code deactivated 

Delete progress code 
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In the drop-down menu you can see the progress codes of the organisation and 

select the progress code you want to assign to the case.  

 

Figure 9: Selecting a progress code in the drop-down menu 

Click Save in the case windows to save the progress code assigned to the case.  

 

Figure 8: Selecting a progress code on a case 

Select progress code 

Select progress codes Field “Progress codes” 

Note: The case deadline does not change before the changes are saved. 
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Displaying progress codes 

A series of columns may help sort the progress codes, for example columns 

“Progress code icon” and “Progress code” as displayed below. 

 

The progress code icon on the case has a different colour depending on the 

deadline termination (the colour can be configured). 

Function Purpose 

 
The icon is green until the time for deadline 

warning occurs.  

 
The yellow flag indicates the period from 

deadline warning to deadline. 

 
The red flag indicates that the deadline has 

been exceeded. 

Figure 10: Displaying Progress codes on cases 

The column “Progress code” indicates the progress code title 

Progress code icon 
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